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Tips & Tricks

TOP TIP

Over the years, I’ve seen a 
variety of jigs for holding short 
pieces to be crosscut on a power 
mitersaw. Some incorporate 
toggle clamps and other hold 
downs to secure the work 
while keeping your hands a 
safe distance from the blade.

These set-ups are fine for 
guys who love to make jigs. Me, 
I like to keep things simple. I 
usually crosscut small pieces 
using a technique I call “bridge-
clamping.” All you need is a short 
piece of wood the same width 
as the one you’re cutting, and 
a stout stick at least 12" long. 

Position your workpiece for the 
cut, and then firmly hold it in 
place by bridging over from the 
fulcrum scrap as shown, keeping 
your hand a safe distance from 

the blade. This same technique 
works on a crosscut sled or 
miter gauge extension fence.
—Peter Ashton, 
Sacramento, California

Crosscutting 
Short Pieces

Short 
workpiece

“Bridge” scrap holds 
workpiece against 
fence, with hands 
at safe distance.

“Fulcrum” scrap 
matching width 
of workpiece.
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Share a Slick Tip. 
Win Cash or a Prize!
Next issue’s Top Tip will receive a LEIGH R9 
Plus Router Table and Bench Joinery System, 
for a total value of $159.00. Runners-up will 
receive $125 for an illustrated ti p; $75 for an 
unillustrated one. Winning entries become the 
property of Woodcraft  Magazine. Send your 
original ideas to: Send your original ideas to: Tips 
& Tricks, Woodcraft ® Magazine, P.O. Box 7020, 
Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020 or email editor@
woodcraft magazine.com. Important: Please include 
your phone number, as an editor will need to call 
you if your ti p or trick is considered for publicati on.

Canti levered 
Planing Platf orm

Planing or sanding 
case or drawer 
sides works best 
when the surface 
being smoothed is 
fully supported on its underside. 
The easiest way to provide the support is to clamp a 
cantilevered board or panel to your workbench. For 
heavy cases, use a stout board. For most drawers, 
a 3⁄4"-thick scrap plywood panel works fine. You 
can secure the work to the platform with clamps, 
removing them when they get in the way, or you 
can size the support panel for a tight fit in the unit 
opening, in which case you often don’t need clamps.
—Paul Anthony, senior editor

Canti levered 
board provides 
secure platf orm 
for planing 
or sanding.
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As a custom furniture maker 
over the last two decades, I have 
been fine-tuning my pushstick 
design, having found fault with 
many commercial versions. 
Made from maple or beech, my 

shoe-style pushstick features 
a gently curving rounded-over 
handle that fits comfortably in 
my palm. It also eliminates the 
kind of wrist strain that can 
lead to carpal tunnel syndrome 

when performing repetitive 
tasks at the tablesaw or jointer. 
Bandsawn kerfs in the heel 
serve to catch the edges of 
cut-offs, allowing me to safely 
push them out of the way.

Better still, the 141⁄2" length 
keeps my hand well out of harm’s 
way without compromising 
control. To cover a variety of 
needs, I make my pushsticks 
in batches from 1⁄4"-, 1⁄2"-, 
3⁄4"- and 1"-thick material.
—Tom Svec, Lock Haven, 
Pennsylvania

Ergonomic Push Stick
1⁄4" roundover

Grain

Maple or beech

Bandsaw blade 
kerf for pushing 
cut offs out of way.

Curved handle prevents 
cocking of wrist, reducing 
danger of carpal tunnel 
syndrome from repetitive use.

Full-sized pattern available for download 
on woodcraftmagazine.com/magpatterns.

Enlarge 200%
Half-Sized Pattern
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Ripping multiple thin strips 
on the tablesaw in traditional 
ripping fashion can be dicey. The 
blade is so close to the fence that 
it tends to chew up your push 
stick, which is also usually too 
thick to bypass a splitter. This 
is when it’s better to rip from 
the outer edge of the board. 
But the trick is being able to 
quickly and accurately reset the 
fence for subsequent identical 
cuts. Here’s how it works:

Adjust the rip fence so that 
the blade will slice your desired 
width of cut from the edge of 
the board that’s opposite the 
fence. With the board at the 
ready for cutting, set up a stop 

of some sort against the edge 
that’s being trimmed. Make the 
cut, and then set up for the next 
cut by resetting the fence with 
the board pinched between it 
and the stop. For a stop, I use a 
simple jig like the one shown. 
It’s just a small piece of wood 

glued or screwed to a runner 
that rides in the table slot. The 
screw allows fine adjustment for 
the cut. Instead, you could use 
a stout featherboard or a stick 
clamped to your miter gauge.
—Harold Coverson, Salt 
Lake City, Utah

Tips & Tricks

Ripping Thin Strips

Rip fence

Adj. screw 
stop

Set distance between 
screw and cutline to 
yield desired strip width.

Fit runner 
to table slot

3⁄4 × 6 × 8" stop 
w/ adjustable screw

1⁄8" roundhead 
screw, 11⁄2" long

2"

21⁄2"

Slot to blade 
distance 
minus 3⁄4"

Screw or glue 
stop to runner
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